Vocabulary Pockets

Directions: Cut out the pockets on the outside lines. Fold the pockets on the dotted lines and glue the flaps to your notebook leaving a pocket for the cards. Cut out four cards using the card pattern below. Write a vocabulary word on the pocket and the definition for the word on a card. Slide the card into the pocket.

*Cut ID# TOT005 for pockets & ID# TAG004 for cards when using the VariQuest Cutout Maker
Flower Pot Facts

Directions: Cut out the flower pot on the solid black line. Fold on the dotted lines and glue the flaps to the student page in your notebook. Cut out the flowers. Write description on the flower pot and the supporting facts on the flowers. Place the flowers inside the pot. Decorate your page.

*Cut ID# SEA020 for flowers & ID# SEA021 for flowerpot when using the VariQuest Cutout Maker